
Date: July 16, 2022

Subject: The GENSIX MEXICO FINDS

The intent of GENSIX was to uncover the truth and present precisely the truth as it was found
in the various digs to the people without hiding anything even if the truth ran counter to the “company
lines” (government and history books and fallen angel teachings). GENSIX is not in existence to teach
people the same old lies they hear every day, but rather take the dust and dirt out of your eyes and ears
and you can see and hear the truth more and more clearly each day.

     1  One of the most startling facts is that there is linguistic proof that there was direct interaction
between the "sky gods" and Egyptian people in the middle east as well as the culture shared with and
mixed in with Cultures of Meso-America were corrupted together and the middle east, the proof is as
follows:

       1.1  Egyptian artifacts found in Egypt and the Middle East have had their history and age as well
as their linguistics verified already therefore we have linguistic proof of age and source of writing
symbols as well as the style of writing.

       1.2  Independently the age and history and source of the artifacts in the GENSIX digs in Mexico
have been verified as to age of the artifacts as well as the location in which the artifacts were used. All
this proof data is easily available upon request from a person who has a valid need to see each and
every detail because GENSIX HAS NOTHING TO HIDE.

1.3  A detailed linguistic glyph search showed that there were artifacts in the digs which precisely
matched the time period and writing style of writing symbols used by the Egyptian scribes in that time
period to write things for the pharaohs (some of whom have been identified as hybrids or fallen angels
ruling the ancient Egyptian culture for the following purposes:)

 1.3.1   Corrupting human souls so that they wish to take part in the corruption of other human
souls.

       1.3.2  Infecting the human genome to make the humans so corrupt they are no longer seeking
God but seeking evil in the form of the worship of the fallen angels and killing fellow humans to
appease their fallen angel masters.

     2  THEREFORE SOLID PROOF EXISTS BETWEEN EGYPT IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND
EGYPTIAN  LIFE  AND  ARTIFACTS  MIXED  WITH  MESO-AMERICAN  CULTURE  WHICH
INCLUDES NORTH AMERICAN, CENTRAL AMERICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN PEOPLE
GROUPS.

     3  THE COMPLETE EFFORTS OF THE GENETIC CORRUPTION ARE NOW BECOMING
PUBLIC WITH THE DNA ALTERING SHOTS AND OTHER NEW MODERN WAYS TO INFECT
AND  DESTROY HUMAN  DNA IN  HIGH  VOLUME,  BECAUSE  AS  OF  NOVEMBER  2022
THERE WILL BE 8 BILLION PEOPLE ON THE PLANET. AND IF THE FALLEN ANGELS WANT
TO FORCE THE REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER OF HUMANS ON THE PLANET THERE
MUST BE BOTH WARS AS WELL AS HIGH VOLUME WAYS TO CORRUPT AND DESTROY



HUMAN DNA OVER THE ENTIRE PLANET. BOTH THE GLYPH WORK AS WELL AS THE
GENSIX  DIGS  HAVE  UNCOVERED  IN  MANY  CASES  THE  SAME  DNA  CORRUPTION
INSTRUCTIONS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE EARTH SO AGAIN THERE IS PROOF OF THE
INTENT TO DESTROY AS MUCH OF THE HUMAN RACE AS POSSIBLE, HOWEVER GOD
WILL TOUCH THE HEARTS OF HIS OWN AND THEY WILL HEAR HIS CALL AND COME TO
HIM EVEN IF THEY FALL MANY TIMES GOD IS SO LOVING HE WILL TAKE US BACK
WHEN WE TRULY REPENT.
     4  THERE IS ALSO PROOF THAT THE USA GOVERNMENT HAS SPECIFICALLY HIDDEN
THE FACT THAT EGYPTIANS AND THEIR “SKY GODS” HAVE BEEN TO NORTH AMERICA
(AS PROVEN BY WRITINGS IN THE DIGS IN EGYPT AND THE MIDDLE EAST BY OTHER
GROUPS WHEN YOU BRING THEIR EVIDENCE TOGETHER WITH THE EVIDENCE OF THE
GENSIX DIG TEAMS AND THE GLYPH LANGUAGE TEAM. SOME PRECISE EXAMPLES
ARE:
         4.1  Professor Kincaid and a fellow with him were looking for old Native indian relics in the
Grand Canyon area and discovered a tunnel system which contained many many artifacts of Egyptian
and Middle eastern as well as Asian origin and he and his partner wrote an article for a local paper
about the experience and suddenly both of them and their volumes of notes at the university and the
Smithsonian Museum vanished along with their photos and artifacts which included very tiny hybrid
skeletons up to massive 36 foot high skeletons and skulls. If you call or visit the Smithsonian Museum
they will deny that they know anything about kincaid and his exploring partner and furthermore they no
nothing  about  notebooks  and  photographs  and  skeletons.  However  upon  deep  investigation  by
computer experts the Smithsonian Museum is using higher than military grade security to guard their
data base systems which contain ALL the data the Smithsonian wants to deny and hide. So ask yourself
why  would  they  wish  to  hide  things  which  would  greatly  change  the  history  books  ???  This  is
something  to  think  about  if  you  think  the  government  is  caring  for  you  and  have  your  life  and
happiness as their primary interest. That is in no way the truth !!!!


